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Abstract : We report on searches for a wide variety of new parUcles conducted recently at 
Tevatron collider witli the D 0 and CDF detectors. These include searches for Supersynimelric 
particles, neutral scalar particles, excited quarks, particles from a fourth generations and heavy 
gauge basons.
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1. Searches for supersymmetry
Supersym m etry relates bosons to fermions, and its existence as a  gtxxl symmetry at a  high 
m ass scale requires the existence o f a  set o f particles which arc partners o f their Standard 
M odel counterparts, with the .same couplings but with different spin and /?-parity. (/?-parity 
is a  new  m ultiplicative quantum  num ber assigned so that the particles o f the Standard 
M tidel have /?-parity = +1, while tlieir supersymmetric partners have /?-parity = -1 ). The 
breaking o f supersymmelry at a  scale below the uniflcation .scale implies that the masses o f 
the superpartners will be different (presumably, higher) than tho.sc o f ordinary particles. All 
the  supersym m etry  searches reported  to date  from  the T evatron  assum e /^-parity 
conservation, which im plies that the SUSY particles are produced in pairs, and decay in 
cascades which m ust term inate in tw o LSP's (LSP = lightest supensymmetric particle). In 
m ost o f the searches, a  SUSY model is chosen in which the LSP is the lightest neutralino 
state 2 , .  The LSP is constrained to be neutral and non-interacting, so it produces a missing 
transverse o ie rg y  i t r )  signature in the detectors. The exact particle com position o f  the 
decay channels, and hence the branching fractions into various final state topologies, are 
very dependent bn  the details o f the SUSY model. In calculating acceptance for the various 
final states, the experim ents generally choose simplifying assumption.s to limit (he model 
space covered. T he top squaiks— the supersym m etric partners o f the top quark— are a 
special case for SUSY searches. The large m ass o f the top quark has the effect in SUSY
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models of producing different Yukawa couplings for the top squarks which result in a  pair 
o f mass eigenstates tj . f j , the lighter of which can in fact be lighter than the top quark 
itself. The decays o f the f, would be top-like, either t o W + b  + LSP or to +b, unless 
these are not kinematically allowed. There is a  region in the vs niisp plane, for fj 
lighter than IVj, where the only allowed decay is fj -> c+LSP, making searches simple 
and model-independent (although not easy).
We now turn to the specific SUSY searches which have been reported to date from 
the Tevauon. There are searches for squaiks and gluinos, for charginos and neutralinos, and 
for the lightest top squark.
(A) Squarks and gluinos searches:
Squarks and gluinos can be strongly pair-produced at the Tevatron collider, w ith cross 
sections for q - q , g - g ,  andq~g  determined in standard QCDcalculations, depending on 
the masses of the new particles. We expect the final states to craisist o f either multijets 
or jets + leptons The would be due to the existence o f two relatively massive LSPs 
in the final state. Four searches for such pair producticm have been completed. Both D 0  [1 ] 
and CDF [2] have searched for the multijet +l^x final state, and the contours from these 
searches are shown in Figure 1 . Both these searches use only the data from the 1992—93
searches at
Tevatron mn. and also use a leading order cross section calculation. Also shown in that
f S T a "  ^  dileptons + jets + ^ r . using the 1992-
I O  cro ^  calculation [4] which is -  20 % larger than the
(B) SUGRA motivated search in the dielectron channel •
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m ass (mo), a  com m on gaugino m ass (fnm\ a  common value for all tiilinear coupling (/4o), 
the ratio o f the vacuum expectation values o f the two Higgs fields (tan p) and the sign o f p, 
where p  is the H iggsino mass mixing param eter. In the early searches for squarks and 
gluinos, i»robing the low m ass region, one assumed a  one step decay o f squarks and gluinos 
into quark je ts  and LSPs. For higher mass squarks and gluinos, there are additional decay 
channels through chargino and neutralino interm ediate states. In addition to hadronic 
decays, these charginos and higher mass neutralinos can also decay leptonically. In fact, in 
certain regions o f the SUGRA param eter space, there can be substantial enhancem ent o f 
their leptonic decay branching fractions. The final states in  such decays ccmtain leptons 
in addition to je ts  and tr -  Leptonic SUSY searches, uSing isolated leptons, je ts  and 
therefore com plim ent the canonical SUSY searches which look only for the je ts  
and tlx-
Events for this analysis are selected by requiring at least two electrons with £ 7- > IS 
GeV within I rj I < 2.5 satisfying electron identification cuts, two je ts with £7  > 20 GeV and
1 77 I < 2.5 satisfying je t quality cuts and t y  > QteS. In addition, events in which the 
in valient mass o f the two electrons lies between 79 and 103 GeV are rem oved as possible 
Z  events unless the.1^7 in such e ^ n t s  is above 40  GeV. O nly 2 events survive all the 
above cuts.
'fhe backgrounds for this signature are small. They com prise top quark production 
and decay in the dielectron channel, Z  boson production in association with jets, followed 
by cither Z - »  ee o r Z  -»  i t  cev^VeY^Vtau, IV boson pair production in association w ith 
jets, with both bosons decaying to electrons and b and c quark production, with the heavy 
quark decaying into electron. An additional instrum ental background arises from the 
misidentificatioii o f a  je t as an electron. Standard M odel backgrounds were studied using a 
com bination  o f  M onte C arlo  (fo r k inem atic  effic iencies) and data  (for electron  
identification efficiencies). M easured cross sections were u.sed for all background processes 
except IV boson pair p roduaion . The instrumental background due to the m isidcntification 
o f a  je t as an electron w as determ ined from single electron + je ts  sam ple. The total 
estim ated num ber of background events is 3.0 ±  1.3, against two events observed in data.
ThCTefore, there is no evidence for the production of dielectfon + dijet +^x events in 
tlie data in excess o f the Standard M odel prediction.
From  this result, D 0  obtained an exclu,sion region in the SUGRA param eter space, 
by generating signal points at various points in the 2 -dimensional mo -  m)/; plane using 
(ISA JET 7.13) [7], The three other SUGRA parameters Ao, tan(J®, sign(^) were fixed at 0,
2  and negative respectively and the top m ass was assum ed to be 180 GeV. All spartide  
(gluino, squark, chargino and neutralino) production were included in the sim ulated 
sam ples. J h e  response o f the D0  detector was determined using a  detailed detector and 
trigger simulation. Signal efficiencies were estimated for all the points. Careful maiqimg o f 
the (nti/2, mo) plane was required because o f  changing branching fraction to leptonic final 
states. A brupt changes occur when new decay m odes become kinem atically allowed; for
example, when v becomes lighier Z , .  lhan the decay Z , Pv replaces Z^ eeZ, as 
the dominant decay mode. The MSSM. a theory with no prescribed relauon betwem 
gaugino and slepton mas.ses. gives no such behaviour unless such a mass relation u  
put by hand.
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Flfo rr 2* The excliuioo contour in the pUne
with i4Q, ta i^  and ign {p) fixed at 0, 2. and -1 
respectively The region below the sohd line is excluded 
at 95% CL The hatched region is where the model fails 
to produce electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) 
The mass contours representing the lower limits for 
squark and gluino masses are  a lso  shown The masses, 
given in parentheses, are in GeV/c^.
Figure 3. The 95% CL limit in the mj^ - 1 
plane from 1992-93 data from D0.
LSP
Using the signal efficiencies, background expectations and the two observed eventSt 
D 0  has determined the 95% CL upperlimit on the SUSY cross section, as a  function o f  mo 
and mi/2 using a Bayesian calculation. From these cross section limits and the leading order 
estimated cross sections, they determine the 95% CL exclusion contours shown in F igure 2, 
The excluded region is the area below the solid line. Mass contours for various squarks 
gluino masses are also shown in the same figure. The *'dip" in the exclusion con tour is 
where the decay Z t —> vv becomes dominant; the rise at low er mo is w here the decay  
2 , —► Pe contributes to the signal.
(C) The lightest lop squark:
D 0  has searched in the 1992-93 data set for the lightest top squaric in the topology o f  
two acoplanar je u  [8]. As mentioned above, for certain m ass regions o f  the various 
SUSY particies, this channel is the only kinematically accessible one, and hence the lim it is 
com pletely m odel-independent given only that < mw^fc..ua. and m,-, T h e
limit is shown in Figure 3. *
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(D) Search for charginos and neutralinos in the trileiHon channel:
An established technique o f searching for SUSY at Tevatron collider is to look for 
trileptonic final states from decays of the lightest chargino, and second lightest 
neutralino, Z2 , produced in association. Both D 0  and CDF have looked for the following 
four trileptonic final s ta te s : [9,10] eee, ee^, efqi, p iq i. Heig we give the details o f the D 0  
analysis.
Various combinatitms o f single lepton (e or and ^ lep to n  triggers were used for 
selecting these final states. These trig g o s inc luded : a  singffe muon with pjf >15  G eV /c ; 
two moons with >5  G eV /c ; one muon with >% Gj^V/c plus one electromagnetic 
cluster with E f . > l  GeV; tme electromagnetic cluster with > 20  GeV and missing 
transverse energy, iff, > IS GeV; and two electromagnetic clusters with > 12 GeV, 
Ef^ > 7 GeV, a n d ^ r  > 7 GeV. In addition, to reduce t r i g ^  bias, during offline analysis 
the first or first two leading leptons (depending on trigger)'are required to have their p f  a t 
least 2  GeV above trigger threshold. For the channels involving muon, additional cuts were 
applied to reject back to back muons within 0.1 rad to reduce cosmic ray bacdcground and 
also to reject evo its where the £^ 7- is either back to back to the leading muon or parallel to 
any muon within 0.1 rad. The last cut is to reduce the effect o f m ism easured m uon 
momentum. They further required that any lepum in the event must have > 5 GeV or 
Pf > 5 G eV /c . In addition, electrons and muons in these events were required to pass 
various quality cuts. Finally, additional decay mode specific cuts were ^ p l ie d  to reduce the 
background further. For the eee channel, we rejected events having an electron pair with 
invariant mass between 81 and 101 G eV /c^, or having < IS GeV, or having the first 
two leading electrons back to back within 0.2 rad. In the epfi channel, we rejected 
events having two leading muons within 0.2 rad to reject J/yr. For the channel we 
required > 10 GeV and rejected events with two muon invariant m ass less than 
5 G eV /c^. After applying these cuts, D 0  found no events in any o f the four channels.
Backgrounds were estimated from both data and M C simulations. Standard Model 
processes having three or more isolated charged leptons are expected to be small compared 
to instrumental backgrounds. The total background for all the four processes combined is 
1 .3 410 .37 .
To analyze the IVj -  ^  signal characteristics, they generated Monte Carlo events for 
each channel and for various Wj masses, ranging from 4.5 to 96 GeV/c^ using ISAJET 7.13. 
These M C events follow the m ass relation common to many SUGRA inspired SUSY 
m odels; .
Using this, D 0  presents a 95% CL upper limit on the cross section (for producing 
IV, -  Z2 pairs) times branching fraction into any one o f  the trileptcmic final states. Figure 4  
shows the resulting lim it (labelled Run IB). Also shown in the sam e figure are the 
previously published result [11] from  D 0  (labelled Run lA ) and the lim it based on 
combined (labelled Run lA  IB) data. Figure 5 shows the em re^xm diung result from the 
CDF experiment.
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C h o rg in o  M ass
Figure 4. The 95% CL limit on cross section times branching ratio into a 
single tnlepton channel vs chargino mass, from D 0 trilepton search.
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2. S earch  fo r n eu tra l sca la r p roduced  in  association with W
D 0  has also looked for the production o f a heavy scalar pjuticle in association with W 
through (he prcK'ess pp W + X. This process is the feature of many models including 
standard model and SUSY Higgs and that o f various technicolor mtxlel. Although the limits 
on the num ber o f allowed signal events presented in this analysis iu*e model independent, 
they derive cross section limits using acceptances derived for the case in which X has the 
spin and decay properties o f a neutral Higgs boson decaying exclusively to hh . They use 
events in which the W decays via W I -  e, p  and tl*  X  decays as X b b , where 
they identify h je ts through Uie soft muon tag. The final stiles of such events will consist 
o f either a high Pj* electron or muon, m issing transversi energy and at least two jets. 
The following cuts are then applied offline to select the signal. For the electron c h a n n e l: 
(1) one isolated e with p f  > 25 GeV suid It; I < 2.5; (21^r ^  2^ GeV; and (3) two jets with 
I /; I < 2.0 and pr  ^  15 GeV. For the muon channel : (1) one isolated muon with y?/ > 20 
GeV <uid 11; I < 1.7; (2) ^  20 GeV; (3) two jets with I ;; I < 2.0 and pr  ^  15 (ieV ; and (4)
> 20 GeV. fhey have used tlic complete D 0  1992-1995 data sample of 100 pb^  and 
the number o f candidate events that pass all our cuts arc 12 in the electron channel and 15 
in tJie muon channel.
The backgrounds relevant to this seitfch are : W -f jets, Q(^D m ulti-jet events in 
which Huctuations give rise to m isidcntification of je t systems as leptons and n events. 
I'o ial number ol* background events expected from all these sources arc 15.1 ± 2.0 for the 
electron channel and 10.4 ± 1.4 for the muon channel. Combining the muon and electron 
channels tliey have observed 27 events in good agreement with the expected background ol 
25.5 ± 3.3. Based on this null result they set limits on pp X using twi) metliods. In
the first method, they estimate tiie signal by subtracting the background Iroin data. In the 
second metluxl, they estimate the signal by a fit to tlie observed dijei mass spectrum to a 
com bination ot signal and background. For the counting technique, cross .section limits as a 
function o f X mass are derived by simply computing the cross section using the lollowing 
relation.
a  -
A L ^ B r ( W ^ l v i )
Here N^ ) is the num ber o f  events observed in the data, B the predicted background, 
A the detector acceptance and L  is the total lum inosity. The resulting )^5^7< CL cross 
section lim its range from  49 pb to 28 pb for m asses from 80 GeV  to 120 GeV 
respectively.
In the second technique, they have fitted the observed dijet mass spectrum to a 
com bination o f  signal and background. W hile the background ,shape was obuiined directly 
from the data, the signal shape was determ ined from M onte Carlo, llie se  background and 
signal shapes are then used as the input spectra for a single-param eter binned maximum 
73A(I) 6
likelihood fit. The fit parameter is the fraction' o f signal events in the data. The likelihood 
function is
L = Y[P{N c,fii)’
i
where P  is the Poisson probability o f finding Ni data events in the i-tb mass bin, when the 
average expected in fij = - a ) + f f a ] .  The parameters /j® a n d / f  are the fraction
of background and signal respectively which fall in the i-th mass bin, and or is the fraction 
of events in the total sanq>le arising due to signal ( pp Wifi). N  is the total m im bn- o f  
observed events. The fractions f f  and/-* are taken from the parametrized background and 
.signal shapes. After estimating the number of signal events as function o f Higgs macc d 0  
estimate the 95% CL cross section limits on the {noduction cross section using the 
technique as in the case of counting method. The corresponding 95% CL cross section 
limits range from 52 pb to 19 pb for .Y masses firran 80 GeV to 120 GeV. Figure 6 shows
the cross section times branching fraction limits obtained from the counting as well 
as shape lit analysis.
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Tagged Analyses, Cross Section Results
D 0  Preliminary (94-95 Data)
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gur* 6. Tile 95% C L  cross section limit on producOon F ln re  7 Itie 9S«, r t  .
of « Higgs-like resoiunce decaying to bb produced in *  ,  ’ ™ ^  **‘*’° “
a^ociabon with a W boson. %»rks from D0 e^ieriroem.
3. Excited quarks
various ta n , » „ j « .
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passing the quality cuts used in the inclusive je t analysis [23}. In order to reject instrumental 
backgrounds, such as hot cells, cosmic rays, and energy deposits in the calorim eter from the 
main ring accelerator which passes through the D 0  detector, they reject events with large 
missing tran sv ase  energy. They require the m issing transverse energy be less than 70% the 
Ej- o f the leading jet. The efficiency for the data selection cuts is high. In adduition a small 
correction is m ade for the inefiTiciency. In order to im prove signal to background, they 
require the tw o je ts  be in the central region o f  the calorim eter, Ir; I < 1 .0, and that the 
pseudorapidity  d ifference betw een the tw o je ts  be less than  1.6. The d i-jet m ass is 
calculated as = 2 .£ 7-1 . £ 7-2 . (c o s h d 77- cos.d0 ). N o ev iten ce  o f  a resonance is seen.
They interjnret this null search as limits on the cross sections tim es branching ratio to di-jets 
tim es acceptance. They flt the spectrum to a linear combintition o f  a  NLO calculation and 
a  excited quark line s h ^  from the PYTHIA event genefBtor according to a model by 
Baur eted [12] smeared with the D 0  je t energy resolutions. The 95% confidence level limit 
as a  function o f m ass is shown in Figure 7. The lim it inclodes an 8% uncertainty on the 
lum inosity and a 2% uncertainty o f the efficiency o f the data selection cuts. The uncertainty 
in the m ass scale is approxim ately 5% and is incorporated by plotting the CL at the m ass 
which produces the m ost conservative lim it. The theoretical cross section from the 
B aur el al m odel is also  shown. D 0  exclude excited  quarks w ith a  m ass less than 
720 G eV /c^  within this model.
Search for New Particle Decaying to Dijets
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Figure 8* The 95% CL cross section ames branching ratio for excited quarks, 
compared to the theoreucal excited quark cross section and cross sections for 
some other new panicles from the CDF dijet analysis.
In a  sim ilar analysis CD F has reported from  the 1992-1995 data set a  lim it curve 
shown in B g u re  8.
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4. Searches for fourth generation particles
Another kind of new particle accessible at the Tevatron would be quarks and leptons from a 
possible fourth generation (with massive neutrinos, of course, to conform with LEP data), 
rhene are two searches for such particles presented to date, both from D0.
(A) irQ u a rk s :
Ihe charge 5 quark of a fourth generation is required by LEP I data to be heavier than \  the 
7}^  mass, but could possibly be lighter than the lop quark. Earlier top searches [15] which 
did not require ^-tagging of the final state would limit a b  which decayed semileptonically 
U) charm to a mass greater than 131 CieV. However, if the CKM suppression of the decay to 
charm is great enough, the b' might decay wholly or in part through flavor-changing 
neutral current modes, for example b-k-y, b + gluon, or h + Z. For the mass region between 
tile LEP 1 limit and mz + « 95 GeV, the decays to Z are forbidden and the branching
ratio into b + y  has been calculated (16]. D 0  has searched for b' pair production with two 
possible final states : y + 3 jets, one of which is tagged as a jet, and 2y + 2 jets. Each 
search separately rules out a b  decaying via  FCNC modes with mass between 45  and 
95(icV I17J.
(B) H eavy n eu tr in o s:
D0  118] has also used its trielectron channel search in the 1992-93 data to set limits on a 
heavy neutrino that mixes with the electron neutrino, in terms of the mass and mixing 
parameter. The exclusion contour extends the LEP I limit to a mass of » 70 GeV, for 
mixing parameter (f/,.4)2 > 0.].
5. Searches for heavy gauge bosons
New gauge bosons arc a feature of many sorts of beyond-the-SM physics. Limits quoted 
here assume Standard Model couplings (and in the case of the limit for right-handed W
bosons fnan D0, Ute same CKM matrix for right and left handed stales), and can be lower 
lor dilferenl assumptions.
(A) H eavy W  b o so n s :
A c„n»„u<™, ^ c h  r„,.  heavy ^  ^  ^
D 0 has reported two other types of search for a heavy IV boson 1211 First th«.^ t .  a
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a  m ass lim it o f  720 GeV for the heavy )V-significantly h igher than fiom  either o f  the 
transverse m ass searches. This lim it is the solid contour shown in F igure 9. The 
contour in that figure is obtained from a search fcv an explicitly right-handed W,
Figure 9. The limit contours from two different searches for a heavy W at D0.
See the text fot a description of the searches.
to an electron plus a  right-handed heavy neutrino w hich in turn decays to  e lec tion  
plus virtual IV, giving as one final state 2 electrons + 2 je ts. The lack  o f  such events 
above predicted SM background is used to set a lim it contour that reaches higher neotiino 
m asses than the single electron search. This lim it does depend on the right-handed 
m odel used, on the CKM  matrix assumption, and on the m ixing between the standard and  
the new state.
(B) Heavy Z  bosons :
D 0  and C D F have searched for evidence o f a  heavy Z  boson in the d ilq rton  invariant 
m ass spectra. The D 0  lim it [22] is 670 GeV, using the d ielection  channel on ly  and  
the 1992-95 data  set. The CD F lim it [19] is 690 GeV, using dielectrons and  dim uons 
and the 1992-1995  data  set. Both lim its assum e standard  coup lings fo r the new  
Z  state.
6. Future prospects and summary
In th is paper, I presented only  som e o f  the interesting results from  the searches fo r 
new  physics a t the Tevatron. However, m any other im portant and interesting results, 
like Leptoquark, Com positeness etc are no t included due to lack  o f  tim e. In  additkm , 
there is m uch to be done in this field. In the upcoming Run II o f the Tevatrtm , the tw o 
collider experim ents are expected to accum ulate 2  ftr^  o f integrated lum inosity and  thus 
w ill be ab le  to continue searching for signatures beyond Standard M odel w ith g reater 
sensitivity.
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